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Abstract 
This paper discusses the modelling, design and characterization of planar micr~xoils tobe used in telemetu' systems that supply energy to 
miniaturized implants. Parasitic electrical effects that may become important at a.c. frequencies of se',eral megahertz are e,,aluated. The 
fabrication process and electrical characterization of planar ecei,,er microcoils ~vill be described, and it will be ,,hown that a power of a few 
milliwatts is feasible. Co) 1997 Elsevier Science S.A. 
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I. Introduction 
Over the last few years, interest in and use of implants in 
the human body has increased. Permanent implants can be 
used lbr continuous monitoring of certain medical parameters 
(e.g., insulin level, intraocular pressure) or tot actuation of 
specific nerves [I,21. As the implants get smaller, much 
atlention is directed towards downscaling of the electronics. 
data-transmission circuitry and power supply. Considering 
[he latter, the use of a battery, is not always feasible or desir- 
able because of size and lifetime limitations 131, while in 
general wire connections cannot be placed for long periods 
of time. An alternative is the transmission ofenergy by induc- 
tive coupling of a pair of coils: a transmitter coil and a receiver 
coil implanted in the human body as shown in Fig. !. The 
receiver coil for this type of application has two important 
requirements: a very small size and a high efficiency. 
The small size of the receiver coil might lead te the need 
for a dense time-varying magnetic field through this cgil, in 
order to transfer a sufficient amount of energy. However, 
such a field induces eddy currents in a conductive material. 
such as human tissue, resulting in resistive heating or actua- 
tion of nerves. It has been reported that this heating can cause 
damage to human tissue [41. So, in general dense magnetic 
fields are not desirable. In order to be able to uan,~fer sufficient 
energy at a less dense field, the design of the receiver coil 
should be optimized. 
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Fig. 1. Cro,,s ~ccl ion of a trausmiUer-receiver set-up sho~mg magnetic held 
lines. 
In this paper we shall focus on different configurations of 
planar receiver coiEs made with the use of so-called micro- 
machining technologies such as thin-film deposition and elec- 
troplating. With this technology small coils are relatively easy 
to fabricate reproducibly. Insight has been gained into the 
importance of parasitic effects, which start dominating at 
hequencies of several megahertz. First, a model of the 
electric,~l characteristics of planar coils will be discussed, 
followed by a discussion of design configurations and fabri- 
cation procedures..TI:,, parameters of fabricated coils will be 
evaluated by electrical nte:tsurements, and first results of the 
energy transfer from a conventional coil to the planar coil 
will be presented. However, before startiltg we shall have a 
closer look at the energy transfer needed to feed the receiver 
electronics, i.e., the telemetry. 
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2. Telemetry 
('t]rretlll+x. Ihe lr;lllspoM of criergx h,, v;ay uf inducti~.c 
cutlpling heh,,eell ~l set of coils in l'tltlild Jrl ;Lhllosl any dec- 
tnmic ,tpp;u';flU~,. The energy lr;.msl'cr is uccuutiplislted by 
tt,,ing tv+o coils: ;~ tr;msmitter coil tliut supplies the ener,dy in 
the I'~,rrn oI ii nlagnclic lieh.I ;m,.l u receiver coil tu collect its 
much us pussihle energ.,, from this lield. Generully. when the 
coils urc iflloxved tu he in chls¢ COlll[lCt. ;I trallSl',t)rnller is used. 
In the transl'c~rrner. Ihe m;lgnelic l ien is directed from the 
mmsmitter coil isle the receiver coil by way ofa m,'lgnetically 
conducting medittnl ike iron. At u greater distance, it is nu 
!cmger possible u: use ir'm L,, conccmrute the rrmgnetic lieh.I. 
Therefore. the coils huxe to he +.fligried in order tu couple 
cntmgh eriergy, 
When the Ireqtnenc) of the lieN. ~enerated hv the tnms- 
rnitter coil. is higher th;.m a I'c~v kilohertz, the trunsmissiori of 
electromagnletic energy by electrom;ignetic waves (EM- 
,.vu,, es) hecm~les eflicienl, EM-waves hnve their ~tpplicatiun 
in u broad frequency spectrum from several kilohertz tip m 
re;m) ui,~ahertz. For example, in a rnicrow;tve m,,eri working 
~it u Ieu, #igahertz. ener#y is transferred isle water inolecules 
tu heut up ;J meul. The advantuge t~l EM-waves is lhat Ihey 
can he directed with Ihe use of special antennae. DLIC ltl II+is 
characleristic, it is pr,,,sihle t.~ direct energy over quite a large 
disl:mce u,'hhout any problem. Morem'er. il is possible lu 
modulute the EM-w;we. i.e.. die carrier signal, wilh dala in 
t+,rder to tr;msmit inlbriJnation wirelessly. This is the lield of 
tclecllmmunictltions, wJlhoLlt dcmbt Olle el'the nlOSl impt>rtant 
pilhlrs of modern hum;m suciet+'¢. It is lotmd in ;ipplicutions 
,,uch :is radio trod telex ision, but it is ;.l]SO used ttl control un 
object ;it ;i dJ>,t;uice. ;is in tlic c;isc of it rcrrlote contn;llcr tt+ 
zap your television sel or a small hatlery-powered transrnilter 
I<~ '.;teer ;i model ;ier~plane llying Ihrough the sk). 
Freltuently+ it is necessary to tr;.lllsporl hll~uniiali~m fr, ml :l 
,,ensing or measuring I.lllil to ;l relllOte controller ;.llld buck 
ag;.iiil: thin i',; the lield of lelemeln'v. Dlita are now goiil7 ill 
both directions. The relllt/le s'¢stelli is lltil only recei,, ill 7 ils 
etmtrol ,,ignals but also transmits ils measured data. For this 
ieaslin. SLleh %'nlellls ;ire generally called Ir;insceiwr,,. the 
iuining ur the ,,vords !ransmilier and iccciwr. E xt.'itill~ 7\;inl- 
p!:,, of ihi<, liehJ ;+ire ti'ie Vo'y;iger +,pl.i+...'l.'c.'l';lll v, hich e,;plnre 
the universe. 
In some special cases, the rcniol¢ trl.lnsceiver has sol lhe 
pt)ssihilily to supply the energy 1o feed ils own electronics. 
These electronics are necess;~ry toprep;ire Ihe dal;i Io he senl 
tn the tnmsmiller or host c~lil. In such cases, the host cull i~ 
not only used to tr;insmit he conlrol sjgrials hut il is ;tint) used 
to tnmsporl the energy for the electronics of the renlole trmls- 
ceiver. In such c;ises, ufter stripping ~ln EM-wave from il,, 
cuntrcfl sign;ils, the carrier signal is reclilJed in order tu suppl~ 
the clectroriics with this ener,,v~.+. It is ohvicltis IIial lhis txpe. of 
commLlni¢;.Kitln is olle Ill" the most challenging technologies 
in i~,,e in telemetr', i~ouaduys, hecuuse the carrier signal nt)l 
onl~ carries the energy hul the d:ila Ioo. Nevertheless. in the 
case of human imphmts, this techn(~ ogy seems !o be erie nf 
the IL+w pc~ssihililies toctmtrol luncliorls in ;I "hunian lriendl,,'" 
%V~I\. 
Therefore. in the remaining pert of this sectbn we shall 
COilCelllriile on aspects '~vith respect to llle energy received hy 
il relllOlC r¢¢cher ceil mid how lhls energy ix directed to its 
electronics. AIthot,gh the syslem ab, o hux m conlmunieat¢ bx 
'X;IV Of oonlrol signals tllld S, ellSed <.l',tta. this stih.ject is llOl 
discussed here. We du nt~i mem~ to hnplv thal this sub.jecl is 
unJnlportant, but mainly that it Js riot of our concern in II1Js 
paper. 
In urder to lind the go',;ernillg cqtullions that describe the 
Irarisfer of energy :rod efficiency in a r,..'ceivhig ec, il. ,,'+.+e shall 
start will1 some aspects cle;llin,g willi energ,, transfer and el'lb 
ciency. Fig. 2 is u scherrmtic drawing of file transceiver part 
of a telemetric system. I1 consists of a host systcrti which 
Ir;lllsniits fill ¢llergy I",.,,,, and ;,I I'ClllOIC trait which receives 
unly u part of this energy ElL, ,, due Io the i.list;uice between 
both tinils and the divergence of the EM-Iield. The received 
er,,..rgy, iri tunl. is partly dissipated ;.ts .Ioule heat Ed,, in the 
resistmlce of the receiver coil mN the energy lefl is stored us 
EM-energy Ev,~ in Ihe self-iriducim+ce I. and capacilarlce C
of this coil. i.e.. Itie LC-circuit. Fhtttlly. a part of tlic EM- 
energy slored can be used to supply the electronics wi.h the 
rcl.lUCsled energy I:',.,<.<., tli;it is. it will he <.lissipiited in ;1 load 
rcsi,,'m2ce. Now, when we look ;ll Ihe receivin~ renmte unit 
il it... possible to deline a qiiality-l';iclor (..J,,.< ;is ( Fig. 2 ) 
I '1 ",1 (2,,.<- (la) 
/"d,, 
So. II1¢ ()-Iaclor i~ ;i mc;t~ilrc' hi the ellicicm'v ifl Ihc rect'ix~'r 
cuil. The h i,.z' her Ihe (]-laclur. the belier the perfornulnce u ilh 
respccl Ill the u'ller#y transfer ,.,,ill he. Nute Illal+ for nmximmn 
eller~y Ir;lulslcr Ironi II,: sltlred EM-encr#) tu the load rcsis- 
tmlo.'. ',,.e have tn optin|ize the loud I'o'..i~.t;lllCe. This ~.'[lil be 
uchi¢~ed b,. lilatchhlg tIle load resist;race Io the ch;u';.Iclerr,,lic 
impedmwu of tIle L('-circuit. but thin ,,ul'~iccl ,,,. ill h¢ treated 
I;+fler. 
,.\Imlhcl f',mlili~u+ eqUulmU Io de,tribe lhe eflicienc~+ olllle 
receher ceil i,, I+~ luukin~ ill the I~InI uf the impedance ur 
t~tltptLt ',tall;rue ~I  lilt." coil a,, ,t ftlilC',it+n tel lhe l]'etltlellu'.~. In 
lhi,, .;a,,c the i~l+Ci',Itinn Cluulit+x-lacttm C).., turns trot t<+ he 
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II1 this lOrlllUJ;.lliOll to,, is tile working t,r operalil1~ resonance 
lrequel]cy and t,J _+ denotes the width of the resonance co: +e 
at I/2+ 2 + 0.707 times lhe maxintunt of the outpnl volla+e. 
its shown in Fig. 2. Note that when the outpul function ix the 
transferred puv, er+ this point is taken at half maxirnum 
because P = U2R. St), a sharp peak in the resonance cuo.e is 
indicmive of a high efliciency. It" t,oth the transmitter and 
receiver coil have a sharp resonance peak. it v, ould be di flienlt 
to tune both circuits ~1 the same frequency. Howexer+ the 
transmitter coil is not restrieled to have a high efliciency 
because it does not have to he imphmted and therefore the 
supply of energy for this coil is not restricted. Therelbre. the 
Q-factor or efliciency of lhe transmitter coil is chosen to he 
low. to allow for easy Inning of born coils. 
So. we haxe already found two wa~'s to determine the 
efliciency of the remote receiving t, nit. Yet. there ix still 
anc, ther praclieal delinition found in the literature which use,, 
the intrinsic haracteristics of the receiving coil. i.e.. the sel f- 
inductance L, parasitic apacitance CI,,,, and series resistance 
R,+. When the coil with these three intrinsic compop.ents i, 
left on its own (i.e.. no extra drcuitry such as it load is 
connected to the coil I and the ceil is activated b~, an external 
alternating lield, the circuit starts It) oscillate at a specific 
frequency, the intrinsic resonance frequency ,~, 1 rad s 'l: 
(2a)  
'°'= l LC , .... I,: II,('p,. 
The approxirn;.ttion  the right-hand ,,ide of Eq. ( 2at is only 
;.tilt)wed under the ¢ondilior! lh: R,, ,"< m I Gpn,,r:db. in eh'c- 
trollies, tile receMng coil is not left on its own to deternlJne 
the resonance frequency Instead. an extra tuning capacitor. 
C,,,,,.. is placed in parallel v.'ilh the cnil to be ahte to tune for 
the desired operating resonance frequel~c,,. o,,. ht such eases, 
the resonance frequency can be found by adjusting Eq. (2a) 
fur Ibis capacitance: 
I 
CO,, ( 2h 
I IJ ('i ,, + (',,,,,+) 
) 
.~O, in many pract+cal situations, the real resonance frequency 
is lower than the intrinsic resonance frequency. Nee+ we go 
back to Eq. ( lal. In this equation, the ener~:y for the dec- 
h-omes is supplied by the energy stored in the magnetic lield 
of the self-inductance of the coil and the dissipated energy is 
due to the series resistance When there is no load connected 
to the ,'t'-circuit. the intrinsic (_Llactt r Q, ~ which is the ratio 
belween the energy that can be used for the load and the 
ener.,:',' dissipated in the coil) beecmtes 
El. .J,L L I I+ 
Q,-  17,,,,-7---l ",7-,I 7 : -  <let 
l:u, I('~ i ~tl .... "~t '+J  .... 
The httrinsie characteristics of the coil mainly depend on 
geometrical factors, so, with the help of this formulation we 
are able to calenhtte the eflieiency of the system hefl~rehan,J 
and not, its in case c.f the Iirst tu, o delimtions, unly al'tep,,,anls. 
This give,, us the possibility to optimize the etlicienc,. (,f the 
ren+mle receiver ct,il ~;ith respect to lhe ge()metr), it and oilly 
if the intrinsic equations are knov,n. 
There is still one important issue about efliciencv left: what 
happens to the efliciene~ ;vhen it load resistance and/or luI3- 
ing capacitor are comtected to the receiver coil in Fig. 2? In 
this drawing, the equb. alent of the recei'+er coil is ~iven ;is an 
ideal sell+--inductance L in series with a series resistance Rs to 
account for Ohmic losses. Both comt~,,tc,+ts are placed in 
parallel v, ith a parasitic capacitance C caused hy voltage 
difl~'renees bet~veen closely spaced eonducting surfaces. The 
load is connected in parallel with the parasitic apacitance. 
There are at least two +v:t)'s to look at this circuit. One is to 
replace the receiver coil by three individual components: a 
suitS-inductance, s ries resistance and a parasitic apacitance. 
The second method treats the coil as a distributed system. [n 
the lolh+~+in~, it will he shown that here is quite a remarkable 
difference netween both approaches with respect to eptimiz+ 
ing the load resistance. 
In the mm-di.~trihuwd approach, the sellLinductance with 
it>, series, resistance can be replaced by an equivalent parallel 
circuit of it nev+ self inductance L' with resistance R'. The 
behaviour of this purely parallel circuit is identical to lhal O1" 
the original one when the following conditions are fullilled; 
[ '+ 
h,Jl.! j R., C 
resulting it; Eq,~, t le+ and (2a), With the help olihis pantllel 
equixak'nt circuit it i,, ca,,) to obtain the state ,st' tnaximum 
f,o,~ er tran~l'er of the I.C-cireuit into the load: 
l. 
Rl,,.,d = R. - [ 3b) 
' R,,C 
When a L,ad cap:tcitartee i,, connected It)the output erminals 
of the receixer coil. the resonance frequency will decrease in 
tile same v, as w, found in Eq. (2b). 
In the dmrihuwd approach, we look at the coil as a trans- 
mission line. A transmission line, such as a coaxial cable, can 
be represented by N distributed cirenits consisting of a sell- 
inductance in series with a resistance, bolh pkteed in parallel 
with -t capacitance. For such a distributed system, the char- 
acre istic impedance/,, is fimnd with the help el+the so+called 
telegraph equations. In case of ntaxirntml power transfer the 
load shot, ld match Z.: 
R.+ + .i +,,l. 
e"'""=x"= 16,,+ i,,,~-----~" ! c <3c~ 
The approximation at the right-hand side of this equation is 
onb' alltvaed when ks <<j~ol+ and (;p = I/Rv<<.jtoC. which 
is quite oitu'u tile case. Clear]y, Eqs. (3b) and ( 3c ) are not 
the same. Which fcvmuhltion to use depends on the resonating 
system ~ve are looking at and whether it is distributed or not. 
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3. Theory of a planar coil 
In order to have a good receiver coil. in this section a 
theoretical model of the intrinsic characteristics of a planar 
microcoil, as shown in Fig. 3, will be discussed. This will 
give a better understanding ofthe influence ofparasitic effects 
and gives us the possibility to optimize the coifs design with 
respect o energy transfer. We shall concentrate on such a 
planar coil. because this type of coil is ideal to be manufac- 
tured in a small size by means of micromachining techniques. 
If the coil has to be implanted ir~ the human body. the small 
size is a prerequisite. The simplified equivalent electrical 
circuit of the transceiver system is shown in Fig. 4. Itconsists 
of two. almost identi.'ml, inductively coupled circuits: the 
transmitter and receiver units. Both units have an LC-circuit. 
which can be driven in resonance. Due to imperfections in
the conductors and insulators, the coils do have a linite 
(small) series resistance, Rs. and the capacitances a (big) 
parallel resistance Rv. respectively. These resistors dissipate 
energy (Joule heat) and. therefore, they will lower the effi- 
ciency of the resonance circuits as expressed by Eq. ( l al. 
So. the dissipated energy is directly influenced by the series 
resistance, which depends on geometrical factors. The 
received energy mainly depends on the self-inductance of the 
coil, which also depends on the dimensions of the coil. There- 
) 
Fig. 3. Simpl i l ied representat ion ol'u planar receiver coil with some electric 
components .  
fi~re, a theoretical analysis in necessary to he able to lind 
criteria to obtain an optimum perlk~rmance of the receiver 
coil. 
Differcnt complex classical tbrmulac and approximations 
for coil parameters are in use, depeilding on the geometry o1' 
lh,, coil and the desired egree of accuracy [5-15.18 I. In this 
study, we shall only consider copper coils, deposited on a 
silicon substrate covered with an insulating silicon oxide lilm. 
The electrical behaviour of such a phmar microcoil depends 
on the inductance L, the conductor series resistance Rs, the 
parasitic apacitance. Cr, and the insulator (substrate) resis- 
tance RI,. These parameters will now be treated one by one. 
3.1. Se!l:imlm'tam'e 
The self-inductance of a coil, L, is delined as tile magnetic 
tlux linkage per unit current in the coi~ itself. Alternatively, 
it in defined as twice the energy stored in the magnetic field 
divided by the square of the current through the coil, In 1943, 
Term,'m arrived at some expressions for the low-frequency, 
i.e.. no skin-effect, self-inductance of differently shaped coils 
[ I 8 ]. We shall start with expressions for a single turn or loop 
and then increase the number or turns to increase the nell'- 
inductance drastically. The sellLinductance of a rectangle of 
sides .~'~ [m I and s, [ m] and diagonal g I nil of wire of 
diameterd [m] is (118]. Eq, (33)) 
~[  4.,',.,', 
L~I HI = (Sl + s : ) ln - -~- .h ln(  s, +g) 
s21n( s, + g ) + d+ 2g - 2s~ - 2s_~] (4a) I 
where #=4~'x  10 ~ [H m '] in the relative permeability 
of air. In the case of a square, s I =s,. = I) and g =sg2, this 
expression turns into (I t81, Eq. (32)) 
L [HI 2/.toe 2D d ] ,: ..... | In -7  + zT:.. - 0,774 (4b) 
tr L a -'l) d 
Generally. in micromachining, the shape of the wire of a 
planar microcoil is not round but rectangular of thickness h
and height h its shown in Fig. 5. Then, Eq. (4b) becomes 
2#DF 41) b+/i  -I 
L,  [HI = I In -~+0.894 -0,660J 14c) 
7r [ h + h 41) 
When we take D = 4.5 mm and h = h = I0 p.m. the self induc- 
tance is approximately 20 nil. Making h = h = I p.m, the sell'- 
. . . . . .  • , ; .... U -  
" . . . . . . .  '~ " -~:e  I i, • ! . . . . . . .  ~-T  . . . . . .  Q j r  °'+ 
vg , )~.  v, i~c, L, Mi ~' ~, , c, v, ~.,,., 
Fig. 4. SimpUilied cquivulem electrical circuit of the transceiver system: the transmiucr ~,? stem coupled with the ram-ideal rcceixcr ct~if. 
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Fig. 5. Schematic cross ection of a square, planar microcoil showing the 
geometrical p rameters and the relatior between them. D=diameter of the 
coil, r,, = winding depth, b= width of wire. h = height oi ~'ire. a= mean 
radius of Ihe coil, D,=inlernal diameter, ,~=eurrent penetratkm depth. 
.h =distance b t~'ecn two adjacent turns, p=pitch. i e.. distance between 
axes of two adjacent turns, u=D, ID, p=.h+b, r,,=ID,-D)/2= 
D(I -a)/2, a=tD,+l))/4=D( I +a)/4, s=D,+r,, =DII +a)/2, 
N=R,,/p=D( I -e)/2p. 
inductance only slightly increases to 30 nil. So, the influence 
of the cross section of the wire on the self-inductance of a 
loop is relatively small in our situation. 
Examination of the loop inductance equations lbr only one 
turn shows them to be of the same general tbrm regardless of
the shape, if # I m I is the total perimeter of the figure and d 
[m] the diameter of the wire, then the inductance at high 
frequencies can be written ( I 18 I, Eq. ( 35 ) i as 
,,,r 4, ,1 
L IH1 : L,nT-.I (4d, 
The quantity 0 is a constant that depends upon the shape of 
the loop. The/alue of 0 for a circle is 2.45 I, for a square it 
is 2.853 and lbra straight line 0 = 0.75. In the case of a square 
anti D>>d, Eq. (4d), which is of course identical to Eq. 
(4bl, becomes 
2lxDr 16D ] 8D t6D 
= - - In '~  ( 4e i Lr' lHl="-'r--Lh"-d---2"853J 10 17..4d 
and the expression for a circular loop (118 ], Eq. (291) is 
uD[  4~r/) ] 2rrD 4~rO 
L,  IHI =--+ t in -7 -  2.451 ] =-i-~-In i 1,6 d ~ 14"' 
If the diameter of the winding is much bigger than the diam- 
eter of the wire, the ratio of the self-inductance el the square 
loop with respect to the circular loop is approximately 
Li, Iri 4 
+~-== (4g) 
L,, I<. n" 
Quite surprisingly, the ratio of the perimeters of the square 
and circular loops is identical to the ratio of their areas. Up 
to this point, already two way,~ have been found to opt;mize 
the self-inductance of a loop covering agiven area in a tele- 
metric system. The first possibility is decreasing the height 
of the loop as expressed with the help of Eq. (4c) and the 
other is increasing the perimeter of the loop, i.e., making it 
square (Eq. (4g) ) or, even better, star or meander shaped. 
But there is a third interesting method: the number of turns 
can be increased by winding turns to the centre of a coil, 
which increases the self-inductance p r unit areaenormously. 
The geometrical parameters of a rectangular planar microcoil, 
which is not completely filled with turns, the wire having a 
diameter d [ml, and having a pitch of winding p=xt +b 
Iml. are shown in Fig. 5. For such a coil the inductance is
( see Eq. (4c) and 1181. Eq. (48)) 
2#., [- s Np _A_.~]  
L: I Hi ='-~N:[In-~p + 0,2235 s + 0.726 
2g~ [ 4s Alp A + B] 
---,~,'-'~ h,- -  + 0.894-- -  0 .660- - -1  (4h) 
~r L Np 4s ~' J  
with A and B constants depending upon the wire spacing and 
number of turns, respectively. For 0.3p < b < 0.Sp, which is 
normally the case, the constant A is approximately A = 2[ (b/ 
p l - 0.6]. The constant B increases fast when the number of 
windings is still small but it saturates toB -= 0.336 for higher 
N values (N> I01. In general, when N> I0 the influence of 
the factors A and B can be neglected. When we substitute 
s = ( D + D, ) ./2, N = ( D -  D,)/2p, a = Di/D, and neglecting 
A and B, Eq. (4h) becomes 
L , IH I -  ( I -a-')( 1 -u l  
x [In( I L  (i-~l+a) + 0.22.~5( I "+ i 1 + u)-a) +0.726] (4i) 
For a completly filled square coil a=O and we arrive at 
L,  I H! --" tl.95 ~dg', (4j) 
4zrp- 
3.2. Series resistam e 
The series resistance. Rs, of a coil can be divided into two 
parts: one is independem of and the other dependent on fre- 
quency. The frequency-independent pa  is the d.c. resistance 
of a wire, which is found by using Ohm's law. Consider a
square coil m which the spiral does not completely extend to 
the centre (see Fig. 5). When we introduce the mean radius 
of the spiral asa = ( D+D,)/4=s/2 = ( I + u)D/4, the tolal 
length is 
D-' 
I~ [ml =8aN=- - ( I -a" )  (5) 
P 
and the total series resistance is then 
R.~ [ l l ]  = Pc,,.~/= Pc'i, D2 I - a'- (6a) 
t,1, h t,p 
where Pc,, [II m I is the resistivity of the wire's material and 
h I m ], b i m I and / I m I are the height, width and the total 
length of the wire, respectively. For a completely filled square 
coil a =0 and we arrive at 
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Rs I ~l  p,.,,D: - (6b) 
t,ph 
The frequency-dependent pa~t of the series resistance is 
caused by strong time-varying magnetic fields produced by 
an alternating current which passe'; through the conductor. 
This field produces o-called eddy currents, which are local 
currents no.-mal to the magnetic flux and opposite to the 
direr'don of the applied current. As the frequency increases. 
the current ends to shift to the surface of ;.he wire, resulting 
in an uneven current redistribution i  the inner wire leading 
to an increase in the series resistance. This phenomenon of 
current concentration on the outer 'skin' of the wire is known 
as the skin-effect. Moreover. the magnetic field causes eddy 
currents in adjacent wires and therelorc also Ohmic power 
losses due to Joule heating, So. the high-frequency current is 
not only altering the local current distribution but also 
changes the current distribution in the rest of the coil. The 
skin depth ~ [ m ] (or penetration depth), is given by [ 161 
/2p 
 lntl=}7  (71 
Only when the penetration depth is small compared to the 
diameter of the wire does this effect become important and 
the d.c. resistance has to be corrected ue to redistribution of 
the current in the wire (see Appendix A). To give a rough 
estimation, when we incorporate the skin-effect into Eq. (6a) 
we get 
, -o ta ( I  + 1 ) 
Rs: I (~ I = P( . , , I ) - '~  
p ~ 2(~(h + h) 
= Pc , , / )~- -  r, Vgh-%'l 16el 
In our telemetric system, we are working with copper wires 
(/.t,-0.999 and p= 2× 10 " I[! mi) typically 10 Ip.ml in 
diameter and at a frequency of 3 I M Hz ]. Therelbre. the skin- 
depth equals ~ = 0.07/if--'-401 ~m], which is larger than the 
diameter of the wire so that the influence of the skin-effect 
on the total series resistance is negligible. Nevertheless. in
telemetric systems working at high frequencies, the Ohmic 
'd.c." losses can be minimized by increasing the conduc,,g 
area of the wire, but this profit is limited by the skin-effect. 
Moreover, increasing the width of a wire will decrease the 
maximum number of turns possible per unit area. So. a careM 
choice of the dimensions of the coil and working frequency 
of the circuitry is necessary, 
3.3. Pmallel resismm'e 
The 7aral!el resistance iscm'~e a by the finite resistance of 
the insulating layer on which the coil is placed. The power 
I~ss in this layer becomes influential at the moment when this 
resistance approaches the admittance of the capacitor, 
Yc = I /",JC. The parallel resistance is
Po ,,~.'._, 1.'( h J,'2 P 
= - (8 )  
Rp~-; [ ~) ] hi h ik  e I -- e~ e 
in most practical situations, tiae influence of the parallel resis- 
tance is far less than that ~;f' the series resistance. We will 
neglect it too. 
3.4. Parasitic capacitam'e 
The parasitic apacitance cousi.qs of three different capac- 
ities (Fig. 6(a)-(b)): the capacitance between the coil's 
turns C,,, the capacitance between turns and substrate C,,, and 
the capacitance between contact pads and substrate C.... The 
electrical equivalent circuit is shov, n in Fig.(',(c). These 
capacitances might be approximaled by those of parallel 
plates and. in the case of the u,ililled cin.uhtr coil and using 
Eq. (5). the expression becomes 
C,, IF] /Va, .,, I +c~ 1)(!-~)1 (%) 
ebl ~bD " 
C,, IF] . . . . . . . . . . .  (I-~F') (9b) a, .~-- p 
c,, IFI =2 ~--~ (9cl 
where ~=e.~,=8.84x 10 '-'E~ IF m J] is the permittivity 
of the material between turns or between turn and subslrate 
( E, = I for air and 4, = 3.8 for SiO, ), .q and x, are the distances 
l 




Am , ! ,'I, m 
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(b) 
C,t/2 ~ C~p 
(c) 
Fig. 6. Cross section ,~la planar coil ~,hmving the parasitic apadmnces ( a ) 
belween the turns C,, an,.[ helv,'een Itlrn'~ and sub,irate ('.,, (hi b,,tl",veell 
COlllaCl pilds and subslrale (',p: (c) eleclrMq equi'.alen! ohrail of the para- 
sitic c'~pa,itanees. 
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between Iw:~ adjacent turns and between ~,utns ar, d substrate 
respectively, and A,.p is the contact pad arc:~. The factor N in 
the expression ff, r C, is caused N, the linearly decreasing 
voltage going from the outside c,f the spiral to its centre. The 
total pa[a::itic apacitance Cp,. o!" the receiver coil b, then 
given by 
I 
(',,,,, I1::1 =C, +sC,+~(' , ,  19d) 
In our microcoil, the height of the wire h. and the distance 
betw.:en two Mjacent urns x,, :,re almost he same, but .r, is 
much smaller. Therefore. it is allowed to neglect C,. Me,e- 
over. me conta(t pad is typically much smaller than the coil 
urea. titus (',, is negligible too, and we only have to consider 
C,. So. in the case of a cnmpieteLv lilied coil separated from 
a contlucdng substrate by only a relatively small distance. 
Eqs. (9ht and (gd) give 
~hD 2 
C, IFI  =--  (ge~ 
4.L,/' 
Solnetilnes. the para:dtic apacitance aused by thc condt, ct- 
ing ground plane, such as the silicon wafer, is much too fiigh 
In such cases, the parasitic apacitance an be Io,.`.ered dras- 
tically by replacing the oxidized silicon wafer by a glass 
substrate. Then. the capacirmces tothe substratc will be neg- 
ligible with respect to the cawcitance between the turns and 
only C,, has t¢ be caicuhtted. Eq. (Oa) is a : :,topic par:tllel- 
phtte approximation toestimate this capacitance. However. 
because the distance bet;~.een the turns i,, typically of the 
same order as the diameter of the turns. Eq. ~ t;a) canl:Ot be 
used since electrical I'ringitlg, i e,. parasitic fields, start o play 
a role. A better estimation may be that of a capacitance 
betweer two long, parallel circul'tr conducting ,.',ires of diam- 
eter d 113 l: 
7Tel I - 4I) ) 
C,  I F I -- c-  , ~ 9 f)  
Nht(p /d+ V(p /a}-  - I ) 
where I' is the pitch, i.e.. the distance between tilt." axes oftv, o 
adjacelll lLirllS. 
3.5. Qualitv-l',, t,,r 
The quality-file;or or el'liciency of the receiver coil of the 
telemetric system can r, ow be calculated and optimized with 
respect o geonletrical dimensions us',ng the cxpression,,ju~t 
found ( Eqs. (4i), ( 6al. ( 9bi and (9d) ). After all, a coil 
with turns tmtii the centre maximizes both the sell-inductance 
and lhc series resistance. Since tile selfinducumcc and the 
series resistance do not depend on the number of turns in the 
same way, there is a conliguration which lea& m an optimum 
ratio of self-inductance over resistance. This configuration is 
that of a coil with a small opening in tile centre, i.e.. the turns 
arc not wound until the centre, which is expressed by ~';i} of 
the factor ~. For an insulator with a negligible resistance R,,. 
this intrinsic Q-lklctor is ( Eq, ( Ic)  ) 
I L ht,p 
'+''' " " " '  1 ~ 1  + t ) .2 ,~ '~ + ().726 (t0a) ] - ( t )  " "  ( ] 4 -~)  
This expression can he optimized with respect o ,'.he factor 
~r. i.e.. the ratio between the ir.aer diameter and outer diameter 
of the phmar nticrocnil. If we do so. we find that this maxi- 
I]IUlII is reached li)r ~ = ~. i.e., only one turn. This makes 
sense because the parasitic apacitance decreases linearly 
~viti] the total len:,.th of the spiral until zero. Of courm, ot = I 
i,, not a practical situation because it means that D= D, or 
there i~ no spiral at all. 
As already mentioned, inour application we would like to 
tune both the receiver and transmitter units for the same 
frequency to couple energy as much its possible. Therefore. 
extra capacitors are placed in parallel with both coils. Such 
an extra tuning capacitor is possib!e as long as the intrinsic 
resonance frequency is lower than the desired operating fie- 
quency. Because ~ve have settled the operati,tg frequency of 
the receiving unit. the main parameter which determines the 
qnality-fact,ar in this case is the ratio between the reactance 
of the self-inductance and the series resistance as found by 
Eq. t ibl: 
L),. - 
(o.L g+o,l)hh( I - ~) 
R,. 4 ~'pp 
+ o.__35 + 0.726 in i -~)  ( I +~r)  (10b) 
This ratio has its maximum at r31 L /R) /~ =0, for ~',- 1/4. 
3.6, Mutual-ui~htrtame 
The mutual-inductance M I HI het.,veen two coils (see 
Fig, 4) depends on the self-inductance of the transmittercoil 
L, and receiver coil L, and a parameter/,- which is a measure 
of tile coupling and depends on the relative position of both 
the coils. When the relative position is such that lines of flux 
I'L'oIn~ one inducl;.lncc link with turns of the other, the two 
inductances arc said to be inductively coupled and mutual- 
inductance exists hoween them. Mutual-inductance may be 
defined in terms of the nmnber of flux linkages in the second 
coil per unit current in the lirst coil, o,r vice versa. However. 
a num.' practical definition of the mutual-inductance is the 
voltage induced in the second circuit when the current in the 
lirst circuit is changing al a unit rate. if the current flowing in 
tile lirst circuit is sinusoidal, rhea the vohage induced in the 
.~econd circuit i.,, 
@ILl t) d(Isinj~ot) 
V, =, - -  = M . ~ "  = io~Mlcosj~ot ( I I ) 
di' d t  " " 
Another quick method m find the mutual-inductance between 
two circuits is to measure first the sell4nductance of a coil 
alone. Now, wllcn a second coil is placed in the neighbour- 
hood of this coil. the inductance of the lirst coil will change 
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by a value indentical to the mutual-inductance. Themaximum 
value of mutual inductance that can erAst between two coils 
is {(L~L,). which occur; when all the flux of one coil is linked 
with all the turns of the other. The ratio of the mutnai-induc- 
tance actually present o the ntaximnm po::,sible value that 




In general, the coefficient of coupling between two coils will 
only be close to one if the coils are quite close to each other. 
Close in this respect means that he distance between the two 
coils is smaller than their size. When both coils are tuned at 
the same resonance frequency, the coupling is at its maxi- 





When k > k~, the resonance curve has two peaks and when 
k < k~, the resonance curve is lower anti smaller as in the case 
of k = k¢. In the case of two inductively coupled LC-circuits, 
Eq. (Ib) should be modified. For such a 'band filter' the next 
expression holds: 
Q,,--- -" ~ in~.) 
~v"i. 
The factor ~/2 is caused by the extra LC-circuit with respect 
to Eq. (Ib). 
With the knowledge of the self- and mutual-inductances 
of the reciver and transmitter units, we are now able to cal- 
culate the energy transfer between both circuits. When the 
power in ihe transmitter circuit P, is transferred by way of 
mutual-inductive coupling into the receiver trait, then the 
power received is 
M 1 
P , [WI - - -P ,~=2MI ,  ~- (13) 
4. Design and fabrication of planar microcoils 
In a telemetric system the major requirement is a high 
power transfer, so that as much power as possible is available 
for the implant. This means that he receiver coil should have 
a high Q, i.e.. a high inductance value, a low series resistance 
and a low capacitance. An important problem with a micro- 
coil is the decrease of the inductance due to the smaller area. 
This decrease can be compensated for by a large number of 
turns: however, the relatively long length of a spiral conductor 
required |or a large number of turns produces ahigher series 
resistance. For this reason it is desirable to use a low-resistiv- 
ity coil material In our case we decided to use copper, which 
has a resistivity of 2.0 Ixfi cm ( for thin films ). 
For an experimental evaluation we fabricated two types of 
coils, each 4.5 mm in diameter and 112 turns, which results 
in a pitch of 20 I~m. The first planar coil (I) of 10 Ism wire 
width, is 1 Ism thick and lies on top of 1.9 Ixm of oxide. It is 
wound to the centre to maximize the self-inductance. The 
second coil (II) differs from the first in height of the con- 
ductor ( 11 ~m), width of wire ( 14 p.m), and thickness of 
the oxide layer ( I ~m). All three have an influence on the 
quality of the coil at resonance, because an increase in con- 
ductor heigh, and width decreases the series resistance and 
the decrease in insulator thickness increases the parasitic 
capacitance. 
Two different fabrication techniques have been used to 
make the two types of coils: sputtering with lilt-off (type I) 
and sputtering plus elcctroplating ( type 11). The main advan- 
tage of electroplnting is the possibility of high structures. The 
fabrication of coil type I1 is schematically shown in Fig. 7. 
The process cheme was as ~bllows: an adhesion layer of 
20 nm Cr was sputtered on I I~m silicon oxide, followed by 
0.5 ~m of Cu ( step I ). Two layers of 7.5 ~m thick resist 
(Ma-P275, Micro allresist) were spun on the wafer with a I 
min 90°C baking period in between (step 2). An electroplat- 
ing set-up was made using a commercial Cu electrode and 
electrolyte (2.25 M H.,SO~, 0.28 M CuSO.~.5H_,O with sur- 
face-active agents). A layer of I I ~m of Cu was grown in 
30 min ( step 3) using the approximate formula for the growth 
rate ~h at room temperature: 
5h [p,,m min-~l  =0.016. /  (14) 
where a current density j = 20 mA cm-" was used. After 
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Fig, 7, Fabrication proc,.,~s I~r eleetroplated planar coil ( It ): step I, after Ihe 
deposition fthe copper seed la)~er: step 2, spinning of the photoresist; this 
pauern can be used as a mould fi~r step 3, the electmplating of acopper coil; 
step 4. tl:e se:.l ayer is locally removed by ion-beam etching. 
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Fig. 8. SEM photographs of (a) top view of the centre, and (b) cross ection 
of the elcctroplated coil (lI). 
was removed at unwanted locations by ion-beam etching 
( step 4). In Fig. 8, SEM photographs ofthe electroplated coil 
are show~l. The surface of the electrop!ated copper is rough 
due to a quite high current density. 
5. Results and discussion 
The geometrical parameters of the coils and the calculated 
self-inductance (Eq. (4j)), d.c. resistance (6b) and parasitic 
capacitances (%) ate summarized in Table I. Fig. 9 shows 
how the characteristics hange with the filling of the coil, 
expressed with the variable a = DJD. In all cases, the resis- 
tance and capacitance decrease when a increases. However, 
the self-inductance shows a maximum at a--- 0.14. The values 
at a=O are the ones given in Table I. Fig. I0 shows that the 
intrinsic resonance frequency and quality factorincreasewith 
or. When the frequency of the transmitter is settled to a con- 
stant value, let us say 3 MHz, the quality factor no looger 
increases with a. Instead it has a maximum at v, = !/4 not 
depending on the real work frequency. Therefore, this factor 
is now called the operational or work quality factor. In gen- 
eral, the higher the intrinsic resonance frequency, the higher 
the frequency of the transmitter we can use and the better the 
performance with respect to the collected energy. Tuning of 
the receiver unit with an extra parallel capacitance wil! 
Table I
Paramet~:rs of the two coil contigurations 
Design parameter Coil t Coil 11 
D outer diameter 4.50 mm 4.5, qmm 
D, inner diameter O mm 6 mm 
a ratio inner,-outer diameter ( = D./D) 0 0 
N number of zurns 112 112 
I length ofconductor (=2ND) 1.008 m t,~8 m 
p pitch between adjacent turns I - D/2N) 20 gm 20 ~m 
b width of turns 10 Ixm 14 ~.m 
h heightoftums 1 ~m 11 ~m 
• L, thickness oxide insulation 1.9 ~m 1.0 ~m 
A,:p conract pad area I ×05 ram: 50×50~m-' 
Caiculated parameters CoiI[ Coil II 
Lr sell-inductance: Eq, t4j) 23.7 p,H 21.6 ~H 
C, capacitance bet~veen turns O.N}8 pF 0.15 pF 
¢,. capacitance turns to substrate 179 pF a77 pF 
¢,, capacitance contact pads to substmte 17.5 pF 0.045 pF 
Cry, total parasitic capacitance: Eq.(t)e) 54 pF t 19 pF 
p resistivity of thin-liim Cu 2,0/z~ cm 2.0 g.~q cm 
Rd, d.c. resistance: Eq. (6b} 2025 fl 131.5 
,ti~ resonance fr quency: Eq. (2a) 2.98 MHz 
Q quality4actor: Eq. ( I c) 3.08 
Z,, characteristic impedance: Eq. ( 3c ) 426 [] 
Measured paramete~ Coil I Coil lI 
Ra, d,c, resistance 20601~ 129fl 
f, resonance fr quency 3 MRz 
Q quality-factor: Eq. (Id) and Fig. 12(b) t.8 
Z,, characteristic impedance: Fig, 12(b) 405 f~ 
decrease the performance under all circumstances. The par- 
asitic capacitance of the planar eceiver coil is mainly deter- 
mined by the capacitance b tween the turns and the substrate. 
Therefore, increasing the thickness of the insulating oxide 
wili increase the intrinsic quality factor too. When a very high 
intrinsic quality factor is desired, then a glass substrate is 
useful. 
The total impedance of the two configurations was calcu- 
lated and the corresponding Bode diagrams are shown in 
Fig. I I. Coil ! does not show a resonance peak. instead, coil 
II exhibits apeak at 2.98 MHz, mainly due to the much lower 
series resistance. 
Impedance measurements were performed using an HP 
4194A impedance/gain phase analyser. The results are 
shown in Fig. 12. The ! ~m high coil does not show induc- 
tance, due to the relatively high series resistance of 2060 12 
( Fig. 12(a) ). The electroplated coil I! clearly shows induc- 
tance pro~rties ( Fig. 12 (b)).  The resonance frequency is3 
Mhz and the d.c. resistance is ! 29 ft. The measured maximum 
impedance (405 fl) is close to the theoretica! value of 426 
~, calculated tbr a d.c. resistance of 129 ft. At 10 MHz there 
seems to be a second maximum in impedance. This might be 
caused by a difference in resonance frequency between the 
receiver and transmitter coil. 
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Al~proximafi~n ( f mUlUabinducfion M ;rod couplitlg l~cl~r/, uni~l.~ coil l] 
('~il ~¢paralion ,,tl 
1.0 mm I),(~ ~H (1.()3(~ 
35 mm 03 ~tt 0.()18 
The dependence of the energy translcr on the resislive load 
of the receiver circuit was measured using the transmitter- 
receiver set-up shown in Fig. 13(a). For lirst tests, a germa- 
nium diode (type AAZI5. U~ =0.3 V ) was used for single- 
sided rectiticalion, in order Io maximize the outpul voltage 
which drives the electronics. Of course, when the vollage is 
high enough, double-sided rectitication is desirable to double 
the energy transfer to the load. Values of the several com- 
ponents are also displayed in this ligure. The circuit was tuned 
to the resonance freque~cy of the sample coil. The output 
voltage and output power of the receiver coil V, as a function 
of the load can he seen in Fig. 13(b),(c}. Two different 
distances between the transmitter coil and the receiver coil, 
I n]~:~ and 3.5 ram, were used. The energy transfer can be as 
high as 2 roW. At a closer distance, the coupled flux is higher 
and, therefore, the voltage and power mmsfer is increased. 
The oulpul voltage i,~¢reus,:s with the h)ad resistance because 
~he current hrough the load is decreasing. The power transfer 
to the load increases when the load decreases from IO() kl~ 
down to 4001]. The power transfer will be matin]urn when 
the load is adjusted to the characteristic impedance of the 
receiver LC-circuit, i.e,, 426 ~1. 
Using Eq. ( II ) and the measurements shown in Fig. II. 
the mutual-inductance M and the coupling lactor k can be 
approxima|ed. These values tire presented in Table 2. The 
values of the coupling factor seem quite low but are consid- 
ered normal for this type of weak coupling. 
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6. Conclusions 
This paper eports the fabrication, testing and characteri- 
zation of an electroplate',t planar microcoil, which is used as 
the receiver coil in a telemetry system consisting of two 
inductively coupled coils. Calculations on the electrical par- 
amcters of the receiver coil have shown that for coils with a 
diameter of 4.5 mm and wire 14 ixm in diametec a few 
milliwatts can be transmitted. A gain in quality fat tot can be 
achieved (i) by znal<,ing high stzuctures, res,ltmg m a 
decrease of the series resistance of the coil; (fi) b,y increasing 
the thickness of the insulator, or better, replacing the silicon 
substrate by a glass substrate; or (iii) by incrt'asing the num- 
ber of turns, since this increases the self-i~ductance euor- 
mously. When the frequency of the transmmer is tixcd, then 
a little profit is gained by choosing aratio between the inner 
anti outer diameters of 0.25. When a glass substrate is used, 
the parasitic apacitance between the turns has to be taken 
into account. The described model for the electrical equip/a- 
lent of the receiver coil predicts values of the intrinsic reso- 
nance frequency, intrinsic quality factor, series resistance of 
the coil and the power transfer from the coil into the load, 
which are in good agreement with measuren~ents. 
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At high frequencies, when the skin-effect becomes important, 
i.e., when the penetration depth, ~, is not negligible compared 
to the half-width of the wire, b~ 2. the resistance of a straight 
wire has to be corrected 181: 
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Fig. 13. t a) Transmission circuitry; (h)  output vnltage as a tuncti()n of  the 
load: ( c ) power dissipated by the load. 
[ I [bl2~4-1 
R,~ lal =R,.~LI +~t-g) J (18) 
For two or more adjacent wires, the current distribution in 
one wire is affected by the magnetic field produced by the 
adjacent wire as well as by the magnetic flux produced by the 
current in the wire itself. This phenomenon, called the prox- 
imity effect, causes the resistance to be greater than in the 
case of the simple skin-effect. A formula which holds for a 
coil with only two turns is [ 111 
+6'  P !  +~tT)  +~t7)  +'" (19) 
where p is the pitch, the distance between the axes of two 
adjacent turns. If (b/2)/d<< I, only the first term of the 
infinite series is relevant. For a single-layer disc coil with 
Table 3 
Correction parameter u for calculation of the effective resistance using Eq. 
(20). tt depends on the winding depth ,-, and diameter D of the coil Values 
are from 181 
,,,/D u r,,/I) . 
O.(XX) 3.290 0.251! 4.749 
I).I)25 3.315 0.275 5.041 
0.050 3.373 0.300 5.364 
0.1)75 3.459 0.325 5.718 
0.100 3.567 0.350 6.104 
O. 125 3.702 0.375 6.523 
O. 150 3.859 0.400 6.9h8 
O. 175 4.042 0.425 7.436 
0,2(X) 4, 251 O.450 7.91 I 
O 225 4,486 0.475 8.638 
0.250 4.749 0.500 8.638 
many spaced turns (N > 35 ), an approximate formula lbr the 
total resistance is [8] 
R,.,. I [n] =Rd.¢. 1 +~-~lT J  11+,2. ,2o, 
The variable u depends on r,,/D (see Table 3), where D is 
the diameter and r~, is the winding depth of the coil. For a 
planar coil wound to the centre, the constant u = 8.64. The 
proximity losses can be neglected if d> 2b [ I I I. 
An exact calculation of the frequency-dependent resistance 
is difficult to perform. For more accurate formulae, numerical 
methods are used [ 171. 
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